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In this paper we compute the K-theory (algebraic and topological) and entire
periodic cyclic homology for compact quantum groups, dene Chern characters
between them, and show that the Chern characters in both topological and algebraic
cases are isomorphisms modulo torsion. ' 2000 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Non-commutative differential geometry appeared as some quanti-
zation of classical differential geometry. In particular, different cyclic
(co)homologies are non-commutative versions of the classical de Rham
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(co)homology of (differential forms or) currents. Quantum groups were
introduced, at rst as Hopf bialgebra envelope of Lie groups and later as
special cases of quasi-triangular Drinfeld algebras or monoidal categories.
The theory is a subject of intensive current research.
Many results have been obtained for quantum groups as analogues of
the corresponding classical results for Lie groups, especially the theory of
highest weight representations. For compact quantum groups, the repre-
sentation theory is characterized by the highest weight representations, just
as in the case of representation theory of compact Lie groups. For the
compact Lie groups, the K-groups, de Rham cohomology groups, and the
Chern characters between them have been studied (see [13, 19, 20]). More
recently the Chern characters from K-theory to entire cyclic homology of
such groups have also been studied (see [9]). However such studies have
not yet been done for quantum groups. The aim of this paper is to com-
pute the non-commutative Chern characters for compact quantum groups
in a C∗-algebra setting.
Algebraic and topological K-theories of Banach algebras are known to
have good properties such as homotopy invariance, Morita invariance, exci-
sion, etc. At the same time, the entire cyclic cohomology HE∗A, dened
by Connes with the non-commutative Chern characters chC∗ , given by the
pairing K∗A × HE∗A → C has been rather difcult to compute for
various concrete algebras and indeed the authors are not aware of any
computations involving algebras other then A = C.
In this paper we dene an entire cyclic homology HE∗A by considering
a direct system of ideals of A with ad-invariant trace and using the pairing
of the entire cochains of Connes at the level of ideals with elements of
K∗A.
We now briefly review the structure of the paper. In Section 1, we rst
recall denitions and main properties of compact quantum groups and their
representations. More precisely, if G is a complex algebraic group with com-
pact real form, ˙ is its Lie algebra, and ε is a positive real number, we dene
a C∗-algebraic compact quantum group C∗εG as the C∗-completion of the∗-algebra FεG with respect to the C∗-norm, where FεG is the quantized
Hopf algebra of functions which is the Hopf subalgebra of the Hopf alge-
bra dual to the quantized universal enveloping algebra U˙, generated by
matrix elements of the U˙ modules of type 1 (see [6]). We prove that
C∗εG ∼= CT ⊕
M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
KHw; tdt;
where KHw; t is the elementary algebra of compact operators in separable
innite-dimensional Hilbert space Hw; t and W is the Weyl group of G with
respect to a maximal torus T.
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In Section 2, we provide the denition and main properties of entire
periodic cyclic homology of non-commutative involutive Banach algebras.
We prove in particular that when the C∗-algebra A can be presented as
direct limit lim−→ Iα, where Iα are ideals of A admitting an ad-invariant trace,
then HE∗A = lim−→HE∗Iα.
Section 3 is devoted to Chern characters. We rst compute the K-groups
of C∗εG and then HE∗C∗εG. Thereafter we dene the Chern characters
from K∗A to HE∗A for any involutive Banach algebra A endowed with
a family of ideals with ad-invariant trace. When A = C∗εG we prove that
HE∗C∗εG ∼= HE∗CNT ∼= H∗DRNT
and
K∗C∗εG ∼= K∗CNT ∼= K∗NT:
Finally we show that there is a commutative diagram
K∗C∗εG
chC∗−→ HE∗C∗εG
∼=
??y ??y∼=
K∗CNT
chCQ−→ HE∗CNT
∼=
??y ??y∼=
K∗NT
ch−→ H∗DRNT;
from which we deduce that chC∗ is an isomorphism modulo torsion.
In Section 4 we at rst identify our denition of HP∗C∗εG with the
CuntzQuillen denition and then compute Kalg∗ C∗εG, HPC∗εG and
prove that the Chern character chalg from KalgC∗εG to HP∗C∗εG is
an isomorphism modulo torsion.
Notes on Notation. For any compact space X, we write K∗X for the
Z/2 graded topological K-theory of X. We use Swan’s theorem to iden-
tify K∗X with Z/2 graded K∗CX. For any involutive Banach algebra
A, K∗A, HE∗A, and HP∗A are Z/2 graded algebraic or topological
K-group of A, entire cyclic homology, and periodic cyclic homology of A,
respectively. If T is a maximal torus of a compact group G, with the cor-
responding Weyl group W , write CT for the algebra of complex valued
functions on T. We use the standard notations from the root theory such as
P , P+ for the positive highest weights, etc. We denote by NT the normalizer
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of T in G, by N the set of natural numbers, by R the eld of real num-
bers, by C the eld of complex numbers, by `2AN the standard `2 space of
square integrable sequences of elements from A, and nally by C∗εG the
compact quantum group. If Iαα∈0 is a direct system of ideals in Banach
algebra A, we shall at some time write α ≤ β to denote Iα ↪→ Iβ.
1. COMPACT QUANTUM GROUPS AND THEIR
REPRESENTATIONS
In this section we present a summary of some notions and results con-
cerning compact quantum groups and their representations for later use.
The main reference is the book [6].
Let G be a complex algebraic group with Lie algebra ˙ = Lie G. There
is a one-to-one correspondence between
1. real forms of G,
2. Hopf ∗-structures on the universal enveloping algebra U˙, and
3. Hopf ∗-structures on the dual F G x= U˙′.
The compact real form K can be characterized as the set of xed points of
conjugate-linear involution of the algebra F G of representative functions
of G.
In the Hopf algebra dual Uε˙′, one considers the Hopf subalgebra
FεG, generated by the matrix elements of nite-dimensional Uε˙-
module of type 1; see Denition 13.1.1 from [6].
If ε is real and ε 6= −1, there exists a unique Haar functional on FεG
which can be used to prove results similar to those for classical Lie groups,
e.g., the Schur orthogonality relations. From this, one can effectively study
the unitary representations of compact quantum groups; see [6, Chap. 13].
In the classical theory, F G is commutative and all its irreducible repre-
sentations are one-dimensional. Indeed, there is a one-dimensional repre-
sentation of F G associated to each point of G (given simply by evaluating
a function at a point). However FεG is non-commutative in general and
so the representation of FεG replaces, to some extent, the study of G as
a point set. Since in the quantum case there are no points, the study of
unitary representations replaces the study of the space itself. For compact
quantum groups the unitary representations of FεG are parameterized by
pairs w; t, where w is an element of the Weyl group W of G and t is an
element of a xed maximal torus of the compact real form of G.
Let λ ∈ P+, Vελ be the irreducible Uε˙-module of type 1 with the
highest weight λ. Then Vελ admits of a positive denite hermitian form
:; :, such that xv1; v2 = v1; x∗v2 for all v1; v2 ∈ Vελ, x ∈ U˙.
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Let vνµ be an orthogonal basis for weight space Vελµ, µ ∈ P+. ThenSvνµ is an orthogonal basis for Vελ. Let Cλν; syµ; rx x= xvrµ; vsν be
the associated matrix element of Vελ. Then the matrix elements Cλν; syµ; r
(where λ runs through P+, while µ; r and ν; s run independently
through the index set of a basis of Vελ) form a basis of FεG (see [6]).
Now every irreducible ∗-representation of FεSL2C is equivalent to
a representation belonging to one of the following two families, each of
which is parameterized by S1 = t ∈ C  t = 1(i) the family of one-
dimensional representations τt and (ii) the family pit of representations in
`2N (see [6], p. 437, Proposition 13.1.8).
Moreover, there exists a surjective homomorphism FεG → F SL2C
induced by the natural inclusion SL2C ↪→ G and by composing the rep-
resentation pi−1 of F SL2C with this homomorphism, we obtain a repre-
sentation of FεG in `2N denoted by pisi where si appears in the reduced
decomposition w = si1; si2; : : : ; sik . More precisely, pisi x FεG → L`2N
is of class CCR (see [8]): i.e., its image is dense in the ideal of compact
operators in L`2N.
The representation τt is one-dimensional and is of the form
τtCλν; syµ; r = δr; sδµν exp2pi
√
−1µx;
if
t = exp2pi
√
−1x ∈ T; for x ∈ Ô = Lie Ty
see Section 13.1.D in [6].
The unitary representations of compact quantum groups are classied as
follows.
 Every irreducible unitary representation of FεG on a Hilbert space
is a completion of a unitarizable highest weight representation. Moreover,
two such representations are equivalent if and only if they have the same
weight [6, Theorem 13.1.7].
 The highest weight representations can be described as follows. Let
w = si1; si2; : : : ; sik be a reduced decomposition of an element w of the
Weyl group W . Then, (i) the Hilbert space tensor product
ρw; t = pisi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ pisik ⊗ τt
is an irreducible ∗-representation of FεG which is associated to the Schu-
bert cell Sw, (ii) up to equivalence, the representation ρw; t does not de-
pend on the choice of the reduced decomposition of w, and (iii) every
irreducible ∗-representation of FεG is equivalent to some ρw; t , (see [6,
Theorem 13.1.9]).
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Moreover, one can show that\
w; t∈W×T
ker ρw; t = ey
i.e., the representation M
w∈W
Z ⊕
T
ρw; t dt
is faithful and
dim ρw; t =

1; if w = e,
∞; if w 6= e
(see [6, Remarks [1] after Theorem 13.1.9]).
We now record the denition of the C∗-algebraic compact quantum
group. Let G be a complex algebraic group with compact real form.
Denition 1.1 [6, Denition. 13.3.1]. The C*-algebraic compact quan-
tum group C∗εG is the C∗-completion of the ∗-algebra FεG with respect
to the C∗-norm
f x= sup
ρ
ρf  f ∈ FεG;
where ρ runs through the ∗-representations of FεG and the norm on the
right-hand side is the operator norm.
We now prove the following result about the structure of compact quan-
tum groups.
Theorem 1.1.
C∗εG ∼= CT ⊕
M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
KHw; tdt;
where CT is the algebra of complex valued continuous function on T and
KH is the ideal of compact operators in a separable Hilbert space H.
Proof. Let w = si1; si2; : : : ; sik be a reduced decomposition of the el-
ement w ∈ W into a product of reflections. By construction, the repre-
sentations ρw; t = pisi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ pisik ⊗ τt , where pisi is the composition of
the homomorphism of FεG onto FεSL2C and the representation pi−1
of FεSL2C in the Hilbert space `2N. Thus we have
pisi x C∗εG −→ C∗εSL2C
pi−1−→ L`2N:
Now, pisi is CCR (see Dixmier [8]) and so we have
pisiC∗εG ∼= KHsi: Moreover, τtC∗εG ∼= C:
Hence,
ρw; tC∗εG ∼= KHs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗KHsk ⊗ C ∼= KHw; t;
where Hw; t = Hs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hsk ⊗ C: (Here the tensor product of Banach
algebras always means the tensor with the minimal norm.)
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2. STABILITY OF ENTIRE HOMOLOGY OF
NON-COMMUTATIVE DE RHAM CURRENTS
We briefly recall in this subsection a denition of operator K-functors.
Following G. G. Kasparov, a Fredholm representation of a C∗-algebra A
is a triple pi1; pi2; F, consisting of ∗-representations pi1; pi2x A→ LHB
and a Fredholm operator F ∈ F HB, admitting an adjoint operator, on the
Hilbert C∗-module HB = `2B over C∗-algebra B, satisfying the relations
pi1aF − Fpi2a ∈ KB;
where KB is the ideal of compact (adjoint-able) C∗-module endomor-
phisms of HB. The classes of homotopy invariance and unitary equivalence
of Fredholm modules form the so-called Kasparov operator K-group
KK∗A;B. Herewith put A = C∗εG, B = C, where G is a com-
plex algebraic group with compact real form. In this case, we have
K∗C∗εG = KK∗C∗εG;C, where K∗A is an algebraic K-group of A.
From now on we shall use K∗A to denote either topological or algebraic
K-theory of the Banach algebra A. Note that
KK0A;C ∼= K0A;
KK1A;C ∼= K1A:
Let us now recall the denition and properties of the entire homology of
Banach algebras. We refer the reader to [10] for a more detailed exposition.
Let A be an involutive Banach algebra. Recall that Connes dened the
entire cyclic cohomology HE∗A and a pairing
K∗A ×HE∗A → C:
Also Khalkhali [14] proved Morita and homotopy invariance of HE∗A.
We now dene the entire homology HE∗A as follows: Given a collection
Iαα∈0 of ideals in A, equipped with a so called adA-invariant trace
ταx Iα→ C;
satisfying the properties
1. τα is a continuous linear functional, normalized as τα = 1,
2. τα is positive in the sense that
ταa∗a ≥ 0; ∀α ∈ 0;
where the map a 7→ a∗ is the involution dening the involutive Banach
algebra structure, i.e., an anti-hermitian endomorphism such that a∗∗ = a.
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3. τα is strictly positive in the sense that ταa∗a = 0 iff a = 0, for
every α ∈ 0.
4. τα is adA-invariant in the sense that
ταxa = ταax; ∀x ∈ A;a ∈ Iαy
then we have for every α ∈ 0 a scalar product
a; bα x= ταa∗b
and also an inverse system Iα; ταα∈0. Let I¯α be the completion of Iα
with respect to the scalar product dened above and let ˜¯Iα denote I¯α with
formally adjoined unity element. Dene Cn ˜¯Iα as the set of n + 1-linear
maps ϕx  ˜¯Iα⊗n+1 → C. There exists a Hilbert structure on  ˜¯Iα⊗n+1
and we can identify Cn ˜¯Iα x= HomCn¯˜Iα;C with Cn¯˜Iα via an anti-
isomorphism.
For Iα ⊆ Iβ, we have a well-dened map
Dβα x Cn ˜¯Iα → Cn ˜¯Iβ;
which makes Cn˜¯Iα into a direct system. Write Q = lim−→C
n ˜¯Iα and
observe that it admits a Hilbert space structure; see [10, 11].
Let
CnA x= Hom lim−→C
n ˜¯Iα;C = Hom lim−→Cn
˜¯Iα;C
which is anti-isomorphic to lim−→ αC
n¯˜Iα. So we have nally
CnA = lim−→Cn
¯˜Iα:
Let
b; b′x Cn˜¯Iα → Cn+1˜¯Iα;
Nx Cn˜¯Iα → Cn˜¯Iα;
λx Cn˜¯Iα → Cn˜¯Iα;
Sx Cn+1˜¯Iα → Cn˜¯Iα
be dened as in Connes [3]. We adopt the notations in [14]. Denote by
b∗; b′∗;N∗; λ∗, and S∗ the corresponding adjoint operators. Note also that
for each Iα we have the same formulae for adjoint operators for homology
as Connes obtained for cohomology.
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We now have a bi-complex
CA x
:::
:::
:::
−b′ ∗
??y b∗??y −b′ ∗??y
: : :
1−λ∗←− lim−→ αC1
¯˜Iα
N∗←− lim−→ αC1
¯˜Iα
1−λ∗←− lim−→ αC1
¯˜Iα
N∗←− : : :
−b′ ∗
??y b∗??y −b′ ∗??y
: : :
1−λ∗←− lim−→ αC0
¯˜Iα
N∗←− lim−→ αC0
¯˜Iα
1−λ∗←− lim−→ αC0
¯˜Iα
N∗←− : : :
with dv x= b∗ in the even columns, dv x= −b′∗ in the odd columns, dh x=
1− λ∗ from odd to even columns, and dh x= N∗ from even to odd columns,
where ∗ means the corresponding adjoint operator. Now we have
TotCAeven = TotCAodd x= ⊕n≥0CnA;
which is periodic with period 2. Hence, we have
∂
⊕n≥0CnA ←−−→ ⊕n≥0CnA;
∂
where ∂ = dv + dh is the total differential.
Denition 2.1. Let HP∗A be the homology of the total complex
TotCA. It is called the periodic cyclic homology of A.
Note that this HP∗A is, in general, different from the HP∗A of Cuntz
and Quillen, because we used the direct limit of periodic cyclic homology of
ideals. But in special cases, when the whole algebra A is one of these ideals
with adA-invariant trace, (e.g., the commutative algebras of complex-valued
functions on compact spaces), we return to the CuntzQuillen HP∗, which
we shall use later.
Denition 2.2. An even (or odd) chain fnn≥0 in CA is called entire
if the radius of convergence of the power series
P
nn!/n/2!fnzn, z ∈ C
is innite.
Let CeA be the subcomplex of CA consisting of entire chains. Then
we have a periodic complex.
Theorem 2.1. Let
TotCeAeven = TotCeAodd x=
M
n≥0
CenA;
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where CenA is the entire n-chain. Then we have a complex of entire chains
with the total differential ∂ x= dv + dh
∂L
n≥0 C
e
nA
←−
−→
L
n≥0 C
e
nA:
∂
Denition 2.3. The homology of this complex is called also the entire
homology and denoted by HE∗A.
Note that this entire homology is dened through the inductive limits of
ideals with ad-invariance trace.
In [10, 11], the main properties of this theory, namely
 homotopy invariance,
 Morita invariance, and
 excision,
and hence that HE∗ is a generalized homology theory were proved.
Lemma 2.1. If the Banach algebra A can be presented as a direct limit
lim−→ αIα of a system of ideals Iα with ad-invariant trace τα, then
K∗A = lim−→ αK∗Iα;
HE∗A = lim−→ αHE∗Iα:
Proof. Let us consider K∗A = K0A ⊕K1A. By denition
K0A x= e∗ = e = e2 ∈Mat∞A;
where
Mat∞A = lim−→ nMatnA = lim−→ nMatn lim−→ αIα = lim−→ n lim−→ αMatnIα
= lim−→ α lim−→ nMatnIα = lim−→ αMat∞Iα:
This means that K0A = lim−→ αIα. By the same argument we can provefor the K1 groups
K1A = GL∞A/GL∞A;GL∞A
∼= GL∞ lim−→ αIα/GL∞ lim−→ αIα;GL∞ lim−→ αIα
∼= lim−→ αGLIα/GLIα;GLIα
∼= lim−→ αK∗Iα:
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We consider now the C¯˜Iα-bi-complex
C¯˜Iα x
:::
:::
:::
−b′∗
??y b∗??y −b′∗??y
: : :
1−λ∗←− C1¯˜Iα
N∗←− C1¯˜Iα
1−λ∗←− C1¯˜Iα
N∗←− : : :
−b′∗
??y b∗??y −b′∗??y
: : :
1−λ∗←− C0¯˜Iα
N∗←− C0¯˜Iα
1−λ∗←− C0¯˜Iα
N∗←− : : :
The connecting maps of the direct system
¯˜Iα −→ ¯˜Iβ −→ ¯˜Iγ; for α ≤ β ≤ γ
induce the same connecting maps for complexes
C¯˜Iα −→ C¯˜Iβ −→ C¯˜Iγ; for α ≤ β ≤ γ
and nally we have for the corresponding total complexes
lim−→ αTotC
¯˜Iα =
M
α
TotC¯˜Iα/ ∼ :
It is easy to check the claims
C⊕α ¯˜Iα ∼=
M
α
C¯˜Iα;
TotC⊕α ¯˜Iα ∼=
M
α
TotC¯˜Iα;
and nally
TotC lim−→ α
¯˜Iα ∼= lim−→TotC
¯˜Iα:
From the last claim, it is easy to see that a cycle of the complex
TotC lim−→ α
¯˜Iα can be presented as a sequence of cycles as an ele-
ment from lim−→TotC
¯˜Iα. The lemma is therefore proved.
The following result from K-theory is well known:
Theorem 2.2. The entire homology of non-commutative de Rham cur-
rents admits the following stability property
K∗KH ∼= K∗C;
K∗A⊗KH ∼= K∗A;
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where H is a separable Hilbert space and A is an arbitrary Banach space.
A similar result is true for entire homology HE∗:
Theorem 2.3. The entire homology of non-commutative de Rham cur-
rents admits the following stability property
HE∗KH ∼= HE∗C;
HE∗A⊗KH ∼= HE∗A;
where H is a separable Hilbert space and A is an arbitrary Banach space.
Proof. It is easy to see that KH is a direct limit of matrix algebras
MatnC as
KH = lim−→ nMatnC;
and thus
A⊗KH = A⊗ lim−→ nMatnC = lim−→ nA⊗MatnC:
The theorem can therefore be deduced from the previous lemma.
3. NON-COMMUTATIVE CHERN CHARACTERS
Let A be a involutive Banach algebra. We construct a non-commutative
character
chC∗ x K∗A → HE∗A
and later show that when A = C∗εG, this Chern character reduces up to
isomorphism to a classical Chern character on the normalizers of maximal
compact tori.
Let A be an involutive Banach algebra with unity.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a Chern character
chC∗ x K∗A → HE∗A:
Proof. We rst recall that there exists a pairing
KnA × Cn¯˜Iα → C
due to Connes; see [4]. Hence there exists a map KnA −→Cn
HomCnA;C: So, by 1.1, we have for each α, a map KnA −→Cαn
HomCn ˜¯Iα;C and hence a map KnA −→Cn Hom lim−→ αC
n ˜¯Iα;C:
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We now show that Cn induces the Chern map
chx KnA → HEnA
Now let e be an idempotent in MkA for some k ∈ N. It sufces to
show that for n even, if ϕ = ∂ψ, where ϕ ∈ Cn ˜¯Iα and ψ ∈ Cn+1 ˜¯Iα, then
e; ϕ =
∞X
n=1
−1n
n!
ϕe; e; : : : ; e = 0:
However, this follows from Connes’ results in [4, Lemma 7].
The proof of the case for n odd would also follow from [4].
Our next result computes the Chern characters for A = C∗εG by reduc-
ing it to the classical case.
Theorem 3.2. Let T be a xed maximal torus of G with Weyl group W x=
NT/T. Then the Chern character
chC∗ x K∗C∗εG → HE∗C∗εG
is an isomorphism modulo torsion, i.e.,
chC∗ x K∗C∗εG ⊗ C
∼=−→ HE∗C∗εG;
which can be identied with the classical Chern character
chx K∗CNT −→ HE∗CNT
that is also an isomorphism modulo torsion; i.e.,
chx K∗NT ⊗ C
∼=−→ H∗DRNT:
To prove this theorem we rst observe:
Lemma 3.1.
K∗C∗εG ∼= K∗CNT ∼= K∗NT:
Proof. We have
K∗C∗εG = K∗

CT ⊕M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
KHw; tdt

= K∗CT ⊕K∗
M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
KHw; tdt

= K∗CT ⊕K∗
M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
lim−→ nMatnCdt

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= K∗CT ⊕K∗

lim−→ n
M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
MatnCdt

= K∗CT ⊕ lim−→ nK∗CW − e × T⊗MatnC
∼= K∗CT ⊕K∗CW − e × T
= K∗CT ⊕ CW − e × T
= K∗CW × T
= K∗CNT/T× T
= K∗CNT;
by using the Morita invariance property. The last one is isomorphic with
the topological K-theory K∗NT.
Next we have
Lemma 3.2.
HE∗C∗εG ∼= HE∗CNT ∼= H∗DRNT:
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 3.1. So we have
HE∗C∗εG = HE∗

CT ⊕M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
KHw; tdt

= HE∗CT ⊕HE∗
M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
KHw; tdt

= HE∗CT ⊕HE∗
M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
lim−→ nMatnCdt

= HE∗CT ⊕HE∗

lim−→ n
M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
MatnCdt

= HE∗CT ⊕ lim−→ nHE∗CW − e × T⊗MatnC
∼= HE∗CT ⊕HE∗CW − e × T(by Morita
invariance property)
= HE∗CT ⊕ CW − e × T
= HE∗CW × T
= HE∗CNT/T× T
= HE∗CNT:
Now, since CNT is a commutative C-algebra, then by the result of Cuntz
and Quillen [7], we have a canonical isomorphism HP∗CNT ∼= H∗DRNT,
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since CNT is smooth. Moreover by a result of Khalkhali [14, 15]
HP∗CNT ∼= HE∗CNT. Hence the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Now consider the commutative diagram
K∗C∗εG
chC∗−→ HE∗C∗εG
α
??y ??yγ
K∗CNT
chCQ−→ HE∗CNT
β
??y ??yδ
K∗NT
ch−→ H∗DRNT;
I
Now, K∗C∗εG ∼= K∗CNT by Lemma 3.1. Also HE∗C∗εG ∼=
HE∗CNT by Lemma 3.2. By a result of Khalkhali [14, 15], we have
HE∗CNT ∼= HP∗CNT. Moreover HP∗CNT ∼= H∗DRNT, since
the algebra CNT is smooth in the sense of Cuntz and Quillen (see [7]).
Hence, HE∗CNT ∼= H∗DRNT. Furthermore, K∗CNT ∼= K∗NT by
the well-known Swan theorem. So all the vertical maps are isomorphisms.
It is well known that the bottom map ch is also an isomorphism modulo
torsion, i.e.,
chx K∗NT ⊗ C
∼=−→ H∗DRNT:
Hence chCQ and chC∗ are isomorphisms modulo torsion. The theorem is
therefore proved.
4. ALGEBRAIC VERSION
Let C∗εG be a compact quantum group, and let HP∗C∗εG
be the periodic cyclic homology introduced in Section 2. C∗εG =
CT ⊕ ⊕e6=w∈W
R ⊕
T KHw; tdt.
HP∗C∗εG coincides with the HP∗C∗εG dened by Cuntz and
Quillen [7].
Cuntz and Quillen [7] dened the so called X-complexes of C-algebras
and then used some ideas of the Fedosov product to dene algebraic Chern
characters. We now briefly recall their denitions. For a (non-commutative)
associate C-algebra A, consider the space of even non-commutative differ-
ential forms +A ∼= RA, equipped with the Fedosov product
ω1 ◦ω2 x= ω1ω2 − −1ω1dω1dω2y
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see [7]. Consider also the ideal IA x= ⊕k≥12kA. It is easy to see that
RA/IA ∼= A and that RA admits the universal property that any based lin-
ear map ρx A→M can be uniquely extended to a derivation Dx RA→M .
The derivations Dx RA → M bijectively correspond to lifting homomor-
phisms from RA to the semi-direct product RA⊕M , which also bijectively
correspond to linear map ρ¯x A¯ = A/C→M given by
a ∈ A¯ 7→ Dρa:
From the universal property of 1RA, we obtain a bi-module isomor-
phism
RA⊗ A¯⊗ RA ∼= 1RA:
As in [7], let −A = ⊕k≥02k+1A. Then we have
−A ∼= RA⊗ A¯ ∼= 1RA# x= 1RA/1RA; RA:
Cuntz and Quillen proved
Theorem 4.1 [7, Theorem 1]. There exists an isomorphism of Z/2-
graded complexes
8 x A = +A⊕−A ∼= RA⊕1RA#;
such that
8 x +A ∼= RA
is dened by
8a0da1 · · ·da2n = ρa1ωa1; a2 · · ·ωa2n−1; a2n
and
8 x −A ∼= 1RA#;
8a0da1 · · ·da2n+1 = ρa1ωa1; a2 · · ·ωa2n−1; a2nδa2n+1:
With respect to this identication, the product in RA is just the Fedosov prod-
uct on even differential forms and the differentials on the X-complex
XRA x RA ∼= +A→ 1RA# ∼= −A→ RA
become the operators
β = b− 1+ κdx −A→ +A;
δ = −Nκ2b+ Bx +A→ −A;
where Nκ2 =
Pn−1
j=0 κ
2j , κda1 · · ·dan x= dan · · ·da1.
Let us denote by IA GRA the ideal of even non-commutative differential
forms of order ≥ 2. By the universal property of 1
1RA/IA = 1RA/IA1RA+1RA:IA + dIA:
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Since 1RA = RAdRA = dRA:RA, then 1RAIA ∼= IA1RA mod
RA;1R:
1RA/IA# = 1RA/RA;1RA + IA:dRA+ dIA:
For IA-adic tower RA/IAn+1, we have the complex
XRA/IAn+1 x
RA/IAn+1 ← 1RA/RA;1RA + IAn+1dRA+ dIAn+1:
Dene
X2n+1RA; IA x
RA/IAn+1→1RA/RA;1RA+ IAn+1dRA+dIAn+1
→ RA/IAn+1;
X2nRA; IA x
RA/IAn+1+RA; IAn→1RA/RA;1RA+dIAndRA
→ RA/IAn+1+RA; IAn:
One has
bIAndIA = IAn; IA ⊂ IAn+1;
dIAn+1 ⊂
nX
j=0
IAjdIAIAn−j ⊂ IAndIA+ RA;1RA
and hence
X1RA; IA = XRA; IA;
X0RA; IA = RA/IA#:
There is a sequence of maps between complexes
: : :→ XRA/IA → X2n+1RA; IA
→ X2nRA; IA → XRA/IA → : : : :
We have the inverse limits
XˆRA; IA x= lim←−XRA/IA
n+1 = lim←−X
nRA; IA:
Remark that
Xq = A/FqA;
XˆRA/IA = ˆA:
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We quote the second main result of Cuntz and Quillen [7, Theorem 2],
namely:
HiXˆRA; IA = HPiA:
We now apply this machinery to our case. First we have the following
algebraic analogue of the lemma for HP∗.
Lemma 4.1.
HP∗C∗εG ∼= HP∗CNT ∼= H∗DRNT:
Proof.
HP∗C∗εG = HP∗

CT ⊕M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
KHw;tdt

= HP∗CT ⊕HP∗
M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
KHw;tdt

= HP∗CT ⊕HP∗
M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
lim−→ nMatnCdt

= HP∗CT ⊕HP∗

lim−→ n
M
e6=w∈W
Z ⊕
T
MatnCdt

= HP∗CT ⊕ lim−→ nHP∗CW − e × T⊗MatnC
∼= HP∗CT ⊕HP∗CW − e × T(by Morita
invariance property)
= HP∗CT ⊕ CW − e × T
= HP∗CW × T
= HP∗CNT/T× T
= HP∗CNT:
That HP∗CNT/T × T ∼= HP∗CNT follows from the result of Cuntz
and Quillen that for the commutative C-algebra A, there exists a canonical
isomorphism from periodic cyclic homology to the Z/2-graded de Rham
homology, when A is smooth.
Let A be any involutive Banach algebra. Now, for each idempotent e ∈
MnA there is an unique element x ∈MndRA. Then the element
e˜ x= x+

x− 1
2
X
n≥1
2n2n− 1!!
n!
x− x2n2n ∈MndRA
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is a lifting of e to an idempotent matrix in MndRA. Then the map e 7→
tre˜ denes the map K0A → H0XdRA = HP0A. To an element
g ∈ GLnA one associates an element p ∈ GLdRA and to the element
g−1 an element q ∈ GLndRA; then put
x = 1− qp and y = 1− pq:
Finally, to each class g ∈ GLnA one associates
trg−1dg = tr1− x−1d1− x
= dtrlog1− x = −tr
∞X
n=0
xndx ∈ 1A#:
Then g → trg−1dg denes the map K1A → HH1A = H1X
dRA = HP1A.
Denition 4.1. Let HP∗In be the periodic cyclic cohomology dened
by Cuntz and Quillen. Then the pairing
Kalg∗ C∗G ×
[
n
HP∗In → C;
where In = CT ⊕⊕
R ⊕
T MatnC ∼= CT ⊕CW − e × T ⊗MatnC;
denes an algebraic non-commutative Chern character
chalg x Kalg∗ C∗εG → HP∗C∗εG;
which gives us a variant of non-commutative Chern characters with values
in HP∗ groups.
We close this section with an algebraic analogue of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a compact Lie group and let T be a xed maximal
compact torus of G. Then in the notations of 4.1, the Chern character
chalgx K∗C∗εG → HP∗C∗εG
is an isomorphism modulo torsion, i.e.,
chalgx K∗C∗εG ⊗ C→ HP∗C∗εG;
which can be identied with the classical Chern,
chx K∗NT −→ H∗DRNT;
which is equivalent to the CuntzQuillen character
chCQ x K∗CNT → HP∗CNT;
which are also isomorphisms modulo torsion, i.e.,
chx K∗NT ⊗ C
∼=−→ H∗DRNT;
chCQx K∗CNT ⊗ C
∼=−→ HP∗CNT:
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Proof. First note that
K∗C∗εG ∼= K∗CNT ∼= K∗NT:
Next we have
HP∗C∗εG ∼= HP∗CNT ∼= H∗DRNT:
Furthermore, by a result of Cuntz and Quillen for the commutative C-
algebra A, we have a canonical isomorphism from periodic cyclic homology
to the Z/2-graded de Rham cohomology, when A is smooth. Hence
K∗CNT ∼= H∗CNT:
Now we have a commutative diagram
K∗C∗εG
chC∗−→ HE∗C∗εG
∼=
??y ??y∼=
K∗CNT
chCQ−→ HE∗CNT
∼=
??y ??y∼=
K∗NT
ch−→ H∗DRNT;
where the vertical homomorphisms all are isomorphisms. Hence, chalg is an
isomorphism modulo torsion.
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